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Starter

Have a look at the images. What do you think life was like for 
poor children during Victorian times. Use a range of words to 
describe and explain why?

What type of jobs do you think poor children had during the 
Victorian times?
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UT33BrJ0l04 

Watch the video on life of poor children. Make notes on 
your whiteboards on what life was like for the poor.

KQ's
How would you describe the life of children 
of both rich and poor?

What jobs did they have?

What other problems did the poor 
experience?

Longer video.

youtube.com/watch?v=djKzhSBEbX4 shorter video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UT33BrJ0l04
http://youtube.com/watch?v=djKzhSBEbX4
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Lives of the rich and poor

Tier words

Inequality

Slums

orphans

workhouses

privileged.

In our previous lesson we researched into the lives of the rich and 
poor and how they lived.
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Model/Task - SEND
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Write a letter to Thomas 
Bernado about how you 
are feeling as a street 
child.

Dear Mr Bernado.

Key areas to include:

Name, how old you are, 
where you live, how you 
are treated and the jobs 
you have, How this all 
makes you feel.
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Plenary SMSC

How does your life compare to how the 
poor Victorian children lived? Why do 
you think it was not fair on the poor 

children?


